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Abstract
In this letter we derive a deformed Dirac equation invariant under the κ–Poincare´ quantum
algebra. A peculiar feature is that the square of the κ–Dirac operator is related to the second
Casimir (the κ–deformed squared Pauli–Lubanski vector). The “spinorial” realization of the
κ–Poincare´ is obtained by a contraction of the coproduct of the real form of SOq(3, 2) using
the 4–dimensional representation which results to be, up some scalar factors, the same of the
undeformed algebra in terms of the usual γ–matrices.
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In recent papers the structure of quantum deformations of the Poincare´ alge-
bra has been found and studied in detail [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], one of the approach used is
based on the generalization of the contraction procedure of Lie algebras to Hopf
structure introduced in [6, 7]; in the contest of quantum algebras the main new
point is to rescale, beside the generators, the quantum deformation parameter.
The contraction we consider in this paper is performed from the standard real
form of SOq(3, 2) using q real and defining κ
−1 = R log q as the rescaled quantum
parameter (R is the de–Sitter curvature and goes to infinity in the contraction
limit, κ then has the dimension of the inverse of a length)[5]. This is precisely
the choice proposed in [7] to obtain the quantum Euclidean algebra from the
contraction of SOq(4), the contracted algebra in both the cases is a real form
under an involution having the standard properties at the level of algebra and
coalgebra. In [4] it has been found a non linear transformation of the boost sector
that simplifies the algebra of the κ–Poincare´ and leads to a more symmetric form
for the coalgebra.
Let us summarize this final structure, the algebra reads:
[Pi, Pj] = 0 , [Pi, P0] = 0 ,
[Mi, Pj] = iǫijk Pk , [Mi, P0] = 0 ,
[Li, P0] = iPi , [Li, Pj] = iδij κ sinh(P0/κ) , (1)
[Mi,Mj] = iǫijk Mk , [Mi, Lj ] = iǫijk Lk ,
[Li, Lj] = −iǫijk(Mk cosh(P0/κ)− 1/(4κ
2) Pk PlMl) .
Where Pµ ≡ {P0, Pi} are the deformed energy and momenta, the Mi are the
spatial rotation generators (they close an undeformed Hopf subalgebra), the Li
are the deformed boost generators. The coalgebra and the antipode result:
∆Mi = Mi ⊗ I + I ⊗Mi , ∆P0 = P0 ⊗ I + I ⊗ P0 ,
∆Pi = Pi ⊗ exp(
P0
2κ
) + exp(−
P0
2κ
)⊗ Pi ,
∆Li = Li ⊗ exp(
P0
2κ
) + exp(−
P0
2κ
)⊗ Li + (2)
1
2κ
ǫijk
(
Pj ⊗Mk exp(
P0
2κ
) + exp(−
P0
2κ
)Mj ⊗ Pk
)
,
S(Pµ) = −Pµ , S(Mi) = −Mi , S(Li) = −Li +
3i
2κ
Pi . (3)
The deformed Casimir operators are:
C1 =
(
2κ sinh(
P0
2κ
)
)2
− PiPi , C2 =
(
cosh(
P0
κ
)−
PiPi
4κ2
)
W 20 −WiWi (4)
where [4, 5] W0 = PiMi and Wi = κ sinh(P0/κ)Mi + ǫijk PjLk .
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In the present letter we want to derive the κ–deformation of the Dirac equa-
tion: in [5] a square root of the κ–deformed Klein–Gordon equation (the eigen-
value equation for the invariant C1) has been written. The question whether that
deformed Dirac equation is invariant under “spinorial” representations of the κ–
Poincare´ arises naturally. To answer we build the spin–1/2 realization for the
κ–Poincare´ algebra and we find the invariant κ–Dirac operator: it differs from
that written in [5] which results to be not invariant, both the operators in the
classical limit κ→∞ produce the usual Dirac equation.
Let us consider firstly the usual Poincare´ symmetry and how to build the
“spinorial” representations. In the tensor product SO(3, 2)⊗ SO(3, 2) we define
the operators:
JAB =MAB ⊗ I + I ⊗ ΣAB , A, B = 0, · · · , 4 (5)
where MAB are a “spinless” realization and ΣAB are generators of a finite di-
mensional representation of SO(3, 2). The Lie structure induces the JAB to close
a SO(3, 2) algebra. Defining Pµ = R
−1M0µ , µ = 1, · · · , 4 and performing the
contraction R → ∞ the “spinorial” representations of the Poincare´ algebra are
obtained. The Casimir JABJ
AB produces in the limit, beside the Klein–Gordon
operator PµP
µ and the finite representation invariant ΣABΣ
AB, the mixed invari-
ant PµΣ
0µ [8]. The lowest dimension SO(3, 2) representation is four by four and
the Σ0µ are proportional to the usual γµ: the Dirac equation is then written from
the contracted invariant PµΣ
0µ (for higher spin this invariant gives the Bhabha
wave equations).
The same procedure can be followed in the quantum case, of course we
must substitute the structure defined in (5) by that derived from the coprod-
uct of SOq(3, 2), in the second factor of the tensor product we substitute the
4–dimensional representation of SOq(3, 2). It is not surprising that this repre-
sentation is, up to some factors depending on q, the representation of the usual
Dirac γ–matrices. Indeed we find, following the notation of [5], the 4–dimensional
realization of SOq(3, 2) in the Cartan–Weyl basis given by:
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e±1 = ± 1/2 f(λ)(γ1 ± iγ2)γ3 ,
e±2 = 1/4 (γ1 ∓ iγ2)(γ0 ± γ5) ,
e±3 = −1/4 f(λ)((1 + q
±1) + i(1− q±1)γ1γ2)(γ0 ± γ5)γ3 ,
e±4 = −1/4 f(λ)
2(1 + q±1)(γ1 ± iγ2)(γ0 ± γ5) , (6)
h1 = i/2 γ1γ2 ,
h2 = (i γ3 − 1)h1 ,
h3 = i γ3h1 ,
h4 = (i γ3 + 1)h1 ,
where f(λ) =
(
sin(λ/2)
sinh(λ)
)2
, q = exp(λ) and {γµ, γν} = 2gµν , with gµν =
diag(1,−1,−1,−1) , γ5 = γ0γ1γ2γ3.
We perform the contraction limit R → ∞ , with log q = (κR)−1, on the
coproduct of the SOq(3, 2) generators by substituting in the second tensor factor
the expressions (6) in terms of the γ–matrices and defining the standard rescaling
M0µ = RPµ in the first one. Denoting in calligraphic the global generators, in
capital italic the generators of the orbital “spinless” part (first tensor factor) and
in small italic the “spinorial” operators, we get:
Pi = Pi , P0 = P0 ,
Mi = Mi +mi ,
L3 = L3 + exp(−
P0
2κ
) l3 , (7)
L+ = L+ + exp(−
P0
2κ
) l+ +
1
2κ
m3 P− ,
L− = L− + exp(−
P0
2κ
) l− +
1
2κ
m3 P+ ,
where mi = i/4 ǫijk γjγk and li = 1/2 γ5γi , (l± = l1± il2) close an usual SO(3, 1)
algebra.
After the change of basis defined in [5] the final form of the global boost
generators is:
Li = Li + exp(−
P0
2κ
) li −
1
2κ
ǫijk mj Pk . (8)
These Li together with theMi and the Pi ,P0 close the algebra (1); in the limit
κ → ∞ we recover the usual “spinorial” representation of the Poincare´ algebra.
We notice that in the coproduct of SOq(3, 2) the structure of the two factors of the
tensor product is not symmetric in the interchange, then the operators obtained
by substituting the 4–dimensional representation in the first tensor factor or in
the second one are different. After the limit and the transformation of basis the
formulas obtained in the two ways are related by the change Pi ↔ −Pi , P0 ↔
−P0, this is an automorphism of the algebra (1) so that the choice is arbitrary.
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We assume, as in the classical Poincare´ case, a “spinless” realization for
P0 , Pi , Mi and Li ; we define
P0 = p0 , Pi = pi ,
Mi = −i ǫijk pj
∂
∂pk
, (9)
Li = i
(
κ sinh(p0/κ)
∂
∂pi
+ pi
∂
∂p0
)
.
They close the algebra (1) with W0 =Wi = 0 and therefore C2 = 0.
The Casimir C1 written in terms of the global generators does not change from
C1, the second Casimir C2 is obtained by substituting for W0 and Wi in C2 the
operators
W0 = PiMi = mi Pi ,
Wi = κ sinh(P0/κ)Mi + ǫijk PjLk = mi κ sinh(P0/κ)− ǫijk l˜jPk ,
where l˜i = exp(−P0/2κ) li − 1/(2κ) ǫijk mj Pk .
Using the γ–matrices algebra one gets:
C2 = −C1
(
1 +
C1
4κ2
)
mimi = −
3
4
C1
(
1 +
C1
4κ2
)
, (10)
in agreement with [4] and with the classical limit κ→∞.
The final result of this letter is to write a κ–deformed Dirac operator invariant
under the global generators P0 , Pi , Mi , Li . From the commutation relations
(1) it is not difficult to show that the operator:
D = − exp(−
P0
2κ
) γi Pi + i γ5 κ sinh(P0/κ)−
i
2κ
γ5 Pi Pi , (11)
verifies [D,Li] = 0, and trivially [D,Mi] = [D,Pi] = [D,P0] = 0. Defining
γ4 = iγ5 , in the k →∞ limit we recover the Dirac operator.
The square of D results to be
D2 = C1
(
1 +
C1
4κ2
)
(12)
then the second invariant takes the form:
C2 = −
3
4
D2 . (13)
The operator D is therefore the square–root of the second Casimir C2 and not
of C1, this appears as a peculiar feature of the κ–Poincare´ which was not a priori
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easy to foresee. However we remark that a given value for C2 induces one and
only one positive value for C1.
The κ–Dirac equation is then:
D ψ = m
(
1 +
m2
4κ2
)1/2
ψ , (14)
where m2 = 4κ2 sinh2( p02κ)− pi pi .
Using the expression for the Casimir C1 we can express the operator D in the
following form
D = exp(−
P0
2κ
)
(
− γi Pi + i γ5 2κ sinh(
P0
2κ
)
)
+ i γ5
C1
2κ
. (15)
Thus for the massless case the κ–Dirac equation coincides with the one proposed
in [5].
Assuming to be on “mass shell”, C1 = m
2, the κ–Dirac wave equation is linear
with respect to the space derivatives while it is a finite difference equation in time
with the fundamental shift given by i/(2κ).
In a recent paper [9] a deformed Dirac equation is proposed using the theory
of the covariant wave functions (a generalization of the Weinberg’s approach),
however it appears that this equation is invariant under the κ–Poincare´ algebra
only for the solutions on mass shell; we notice that the quantum deformed Dirac
equation (14) is algebraically invariant also off mass shell.
We want to stress moreover that the choice of the standard real form of the
κ–Poincare´ algebra given in [5] allows to represent both sector of the Hopf algebra
in the Hilbert space with a positive definite metric.
The next step in our approach is to consider the coupling of Eqn. (14) with
the electromagnetic field in the framework of κ–deformed Poincare´ symmetry,
this line of research is under investigation.
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